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Focus on Vocabulary 2 Focusing books on vocabulary 1 and focusing on vocabulary 2 are two of the best books ever published to boost students' vocabulary. The authors of these two books sought to teach common general and academic vocabulary using a scientific approach. Focus on vocabulary 1 trying to teach 504 cases of family common general
words. For example, the words act, action, active, and activity are part of the family. The authors of this book believe that the more students deal with the word, or the easier it becomes to get that word. So they tried to use every word they taught at least four times in the book so that students could learn words better. These words have been used in the texts
and exercises are also intended for them. Focus on Vocabulary 2 follows the same methods as the previous book, in addition to teaching 504 of the family of common academic words. In addition, focus on vocabulary 2 also takes into account the words of the house. Since the vocabulary she taught is academic and official, it can also be a valuable resource
for international test volunteers such as IELTS and TOEFL. : Armani book finder is the largest source of intelligent and digital search for educational books, one of the most valuable sources of improving vocabulary and readiness of birth certificate test book IELTS: Target level: upper middle and higher level students Book type: self-reading next to class or
other books Target skill: Strengthening academic vocabulary circle audience circle In general, students who want to strengthen their vocabulary or want to prepare to read IELTS or TOEFL. Focus on Vocabulary 1 and Focus on Vocabulary 2 are two of the best books ever published to strengthen students' academic vocabulary. The authors of these two
books sought to teach common general and academic vocabulary using an applied and scientific approach. All vocabulary courses are used in educational texts and students are fully familiar with how they are used in the sentence. Focus on vocabulary 1 trying to learn more than 500 groups of common generic words. For example, the words act, action,
active, and activity are part of the family. The authors of this book believe that the more students see a word, the easier it is to learn that word. So they tried to use every word taught several times in the book to make students learn words better. These words have been used in a series of usually long texts, and exercises are also designed for them to
increase the depth of learning. Focus on Vocabulary 2 also follows the same methods as the previous book, in addition to educating more than 500 cases of a family of common academic words. In addition, focus on vocabulary 2 also considers colostion words. These two books are not directly linked to the IELTS and TOEFL tests, but these two books,
especially the second volume, will be very useful for hard-working students looking for higher grades in these tests, and will prepare them for understanding complex texts and better focusing on the basic words IELTS and TOEFL. Title : Vocabulary Focus 2: Mastering Academic Word List, Volume 1.2 Collection: IELTS, Vocabulary Author: Diane Schmitt
Publisher: Pearson Longman Release Date: 2011 Fit for surface: - Book description: Focus on vocabulary 1 and focus on vocabulary 2 books include fairly long texts in different chapters with different themes designed to improve reading skills, understanding and expanding vocabulary and expanding vocabulary. The authors of these two books attempted to
enter these words into the students' permanent memory and expand their vocabulary by repeating them several times (up to 15 times) as part of various exercises. The exercises in this book are very different and rely on combinations or collocation, as well as on using the right form of the word grammatically. The book actually covers academic vocabulary
or the famous academic list of words and can be very useful for all English language enthusiasts, especially for students who are interested in ielts and TOEFL exams. These books may be both class and self-learning on the agenda and curriculum, but ultimately the way they work and the seriousness and continuity in practice will be effective. Download PDF
File Name: Focus on Vocabulary 2Downlode PDF File Name: Focus on Vocabulary 2: Answer KeyDowndowndownDown File Name: Focus on Vocabulary 1: Answer Key × × Dear Student Express Superior, The deadline for completing the form of two lucky winners in Canada expired from 12:00 pm on Thursday. × the Cultural and Educational Institute's
(VIP) Ethics and Disciplinary Charter considers it an excellent expression given the importance of its courses, the lack of compliance with disciplinary issues and educational regulations, which causes inconsistencies and reduces class effectiveness, leading to under-utilisation of students. Therefore, the disciplinary rules of this student information centre It
will be taken that all his cases are mandatory for expensive volunteers, and in case of non-compliance, the institute will be entitled to prohibit the student from attending classes without any explanation and without refunding any amount. 1. The free IELTS (Mack) test is intended for every self-istic student who is obliged to apply for the exam after completing
the course on specified dates and, of course, outside these dates, the free test expires and each person is obliged to pay for the registration of the test.2. Respecting the head, professors and other staff of training courses3. Educational and educational 4. Adherence to ethical standards, maintaining Islamic veils and principles, attending classes on time and
leaving at the end of the training class, avoiding gathering in hallways and environments in front of the class building 5. 6.5 minutes before the start of classes, candidates are required to attend classes. 7. The financial settlement of tenderers shall be completed before the start of the first class. Otherwise, the Institute will have the right and freedom to prohibit
applicants from taking courses. Note: If there are special payment requirements for the student, the payment method will be included in the receipt account.  Important: Documents received and tuition fees will under no circumstances be refunded. Note 1: If a student signs out for any reason after registration, there are more than 14 working days left until the
beginning of the class 10%, 10 to 14 working days to the beginning of the class 20%, less than 10 working days to the beginning of the class minus 30% of the total tuition fees, the rest of the tuition fees will be refunded and after deduction of 30% of the total tuition fees, the rest of the tuition will be refunded and after deducting 30% of the total tuition , the rest
of the tuition fees will be refunded and after Classes will not be returned under any circumstances. Note 2: In order to respect the beliefs of students, if more than 50% of students, based on the survey form the institute only until the third session of the class, objections to the method of teaching the teacher, the Institute is committed to immediately replacing
the teacher. Obviously, the request after the third session of the poll will not lead to the replacement of the master.    Note 3: Even one session of a lesson in each class, even without the presence of a student, represents the beginning of teaching. Note 4: For any reason and problems from the student, it is not possible to pass on the cost of teaching to the
next semester or semester. 8. Responsibility for all work, work and family problems of the learner, health problems and hospitalization, after the commencement of teaching, is intended exclusively for the student and the institute will not be committed to returning funds or even moving the pupil class due to the impossibility of replacing the started class. 9. It is
not possible to switch to days other than those specified in the student registration form. If a student registers online in all courses without the advice and discretion of consultants, any liability of the institution will be denied and the student'× × liability with the expression of expensive superiority, the registration period has expired. Is.
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